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Das Team für den ORF

In the beginning was the word. 
And the word was with God.

And the word was God.
John 1:1





„But as for You, Daniel, conceal 
these words and seal up the book 
until the end of time; many will go 
back and forth, and knowledge 

will increase.“

The biggest brand on earth is based on words



The knowledge of 
mankind is based 
on words. 

Our culture is based on words



Our imagination is 
stimulated with words 

Our culture is based on words



We declare LOVE 
with words.

Meaningful communication is based on words.



Wars begin with words.
Books are destroyed for words.

We lie with words. 
We hate with words.

Our problems arise from words



In the end we are 
honoured with words 
on the graveyard.

Our lives will end with words



The role of Visuals.



When visuals became important



When visuals became important







In the 20th century moving pictures 
became the rage. 
Spoken words of the radio seemed 
to render the printed word obsolete. 
Later moving pictures on a box in a 
family´s living room rendered the 
radio old-fashioned. 

The role of Visuals



Visuals are replacing words:

Fact is: People 
read less & less



Today?



Visual are replacing words:

New media foster 
visual interaction. 



 Words don´t come easy:

Egonomie.  Generation me.
I-focussed. The social Super-Ego. 
Are we heading to a 
speechless generation?
with digital relationships only.



When visuals became important



Advertising?



Easy on the eye, easy on the brain!
People tend to stop and look at 
compelling visuals rather than to sit 
down and read (boring) words. 
It is true that our attention is easily 
captured by a nice picture than a 
group of words.

The role of Visuals



What´s next?

Does this mean that the visual
will be the language of the future?

NO!



What´s next?

My Theory - even Conviction

Words will gain importance again. 
Language is our identity.
Creates Reality. 
Expresses Values.
Delivers Content & Goals better!



Changing world - changing communication

brand brand brand 

Markets are Conversations.
Brands have to join in. Interact 
and engage consumers.



What´s next?

Focus on 2 aspects:
1) What consumers expect from
brands?
2) How our (degenerated) brains 
process information?





Trust





Crisis of Trust!



When visuals became important



Change of expectations

Social values - longtimes ignored - 
will relive a renaissance.
Critical consumers increasingly are 
in search of sense, want to know 
more about background of brands?
In search of a noble purpose.



We hunger for?

Trust 
Reliability
Authenticity 
Relevance 
Only words can deliver all that.



Advertising?

Ads only working with visuals run 
the risk of misinterpretation. 
Words will give meaning, 
lead to the right interpretation.



An ongoing experiment



Same visual - different interpretations



Visuals are definitely processed 
easier than words. 

2. How information is processed 
in our brains?
 



Visual with more effect than words



Our brain has learned to change 
good copy (codes/stories) into 
images that the brain will store.
Unfortunately most copy is written 
for the conscious part of the brain. 
Abstract. Difficult to process. 

How brains process information?



How brains process copy?

 
Only if a message is useful/relevant 
the doors of our brains will open. 
A call for action needs arguments.
Modern technology is based as 
much on words as on images:
Text is well understood by search 
engines, images are not.



Conclusion
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It is not an either/or proposition.
Words remain the essential core of 
any communication strategy.
Pictures add much to the effort. 
Often replace a thousand words.
Like any conversation in real life - 
and advertsising is real life - each 
conversation is unique and should 
be treated as unique.                      

Conclusion



Conclusion

Entertainment
Infotainment
Information
Advertising
Communication
Engagement
Reliability, Trust

Images

Words



„A culture that is rooted more in 
images than in words will find it 
increasingly difficult to sustain any 
broad commitment to any truth, 
since truth is an abstraction 
requiring language“
                              Kenneth Myers, cultural observer & social critic.



Wenn vertraglich – in schriftlicher Form und von beiden Seiten übereinkommend – nicht 
anders festgelegt, gelten nachstehende Bedingungen:
Die an dem Inhalt der Präsentationsschrift bestehenden Urheber- und Nutzungsrechte 
verbleiben bei PKP BBDO, auch wenn für die Präsentation ein Honorar gezahlt wurde.
Die Weitergabe der Präsentationsschrift an Dritte, sowie eine Veröffentlichung, Vervielfältigung, 
Verbreitung, Nachbildung oder sonstige Vermarktung der präsentierten Ideen und Lösungen 
ist ohne vorherige Zustimmung von PKP BBDO nicht zulässig.

Werden die präsentierten Ideen und Lösungen nicht in von PKP BBDO gestalteten 
Werbemitteln oder Maßnahmen vermarktet, so ist PKP BBDO berechtigt, die präsentierten 
Ideen und Lösungen anderweitig zu verwenden.
Die nach der Präsentation zur Entscheidungsfindung überlassenen Unterlagen sind an 
PKP BBDO zu retournieren. 

Copyrights


